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ABSTRACT 
The shorting of an operator, hitherto considered by Krein [ll] and by Anderson 
and Trapp [3] only for positive operators, is extended to rectangular matrices and 
square matrices not necessarily hermitian nonnegative definite. Some applications of 
the shorted matrix in mathematical statistics are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Anderson and Duffin [2] have introduced the concept of “parallel sum” of 
a pair of matrices and have deduced interesting and important properties of 
this operation when the matrices concerned are nonnegative definite. They 
were led to this concept from a parallel connection of “resistors” through a 
vectorial generalization of Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s laws in which resistors 
become nonnegative definite linear operators. The concept of parallel sum 
was extended and its elegance further demonstrated by Rao and Mitra [20], 
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who showed that most of the properties proved by Anderson and Duffin [2] 
are indeed true for a much wider class of pairs of matrices, designated by 
these authors as “parallel summable.” Similar extensions of the concept of 
“hybrid sum,” introduced by Duffin and Trapp [9] in analogy with a hybrid 
connection of resistors, were made by Mitra and Trapp [18]. The object of 
this paper is to offer a comparable extension of the notion of a shorted 
operator studied by Anderson [l],’ by Anderson and Trapp [3], and by the 
present authors [15]. The key point in this development is a theorem of 
Anderson and Trapp which exhibits the shorted n.n.d. matrix as the limit of a 
sequence of parallel sum matrices. We may mention that even though in this 
paper we confine ourselves exclusively to complex vector spaces and matrices, 
Theorem 4.1 and most of the discussion in Section 5, with obvious modifica- 
tions, remain valid in more general fields. We also describe some applications 
of the shorted operator in mathematical statistics. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use the following notations and definitions. For a positive integer n, 
G” is the linear space of complex n-tuples. Column vector representations of 
vectors in G” are denoted by lowercase letters such as y, v etc. (_?‘xn 
represents the linear space of complex matrices of order m X n. e,, represents 
the cone of hermitian nonnegative definite (n.n.d.) matrices in enXn. Matrices 
are denoted by capital letters such as A, B, M etc. For a matrix A, %(A) 
denotes its column span and %(A) its null space. A-, the generalized inverse 
of A, is defined by the equation AAA=A [20]. Two subspaces of a linear 
space are said to be virtually disjoint if they have only the null vector in 
common. Matrices A and B in emXn are said to be disjoint if their column 
spans are virtually disjoint and so are their row spans [13]. For matrices 
A, BEC?,, we write A>B if A--BE&. 
Before we proceed any further let us record here some known results on 
the parallel sum. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Matrices A and B in emXn are said to be parallel 
summable (p.s. [20]) if A(A + B)- B is invariant under the choice of the 
generalized inverse (A + B)- . If A and B are p.s., P( A, B)= A( A + B)- B is 
called the parallel sum of A and B. 
The following theorem is proved in [20]. 
‘See also Krein [ 1 l] 
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X(A) C!lR(A+B), %(A*)C‘X(A*+B*), 
or equivalently 
9R(B) C%(A+B), %(B*)c%(A*+B*). 
Theorem 2.2 lists certain known properties of the parallel sum [2, 14, 201. 
THEOREM 2.2. If A and B are p.s. matrices in emXn, then 
(4 P(A, B)=P(B, A), 
(b) A* and B* are also p.s. and P(A*, B*)=[P(A, B)]*, 
(c) P(A, B) is n.n.d. when m=n and A, 
(d) for C of rank m in epXm, CA and 
CP(A, B), 
(e) {[P(A, B)I-}={A-+B-}, 
(f) =[J’(A B)l=‘iWA)n=(B), 
(g) if P, is the orthogonal projector onto 
B are n.n.d., 
CB are ~J.s. and P(CA,CB)= 
%(A*)n%(B*) and P is the 
orthogonuZprojectorontoGSli(A)n?X(B), then [P(A, B)]+=P,(A-+B-)P, 
(h) P [ P( A, B), C] =P [ A, P( B, C)] if all the parallel sum operations are 
defined, 
(i) if PA and PB are the orthogonal projectors onto ?X( A) and %(B), 
respectively, then the orthogonal projector onto %.,(A)n%(B) is given by 
P=2P(P,, PB). 
DEFINITION 2.2. If s is a subspace of &” and AE~,,,, the shorted matrix 
S(A) is the unique matrix in (?, such that 
“=[S(A)] ~5, 
AaS( 
If CE(J?,, A>C, and 9lL(C)CS, then S(A)>C. 
The existence of S(A) was established by Anderson and Trapp [3]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A, BEe, and GJR(B)=S; then 
S(A)= frnc iP(AA, B). 
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Theorem 2.3 was proved by Anderson and Trapp for the special case 
where B is the orthogonal projector [3, Theorem 121. The general case could 
be proved on the same lines. See, for example, Ando [4], which uses a similar 
limit to present a Lebesgue type decomposition of positive operators. Altema- 
tively, a direct proof could be constructed using simultaneous diagonalization 
of the pair A, B of n.n.d. matrices (see e.g. [20, Theorem 6.2.31). 
3. THE SHORTED MATRIX-AN EXTENDED CONCEPT 
In this section, as in Theorem 2.3, we shall define the generalized shorted 
matrix as the limit, as X-, 0, of a sequence of matrices depending on the 
symbol h. It will however be clear in Theorems 3.3 and 4.1, and more so in 
Section 5, that the computation of the shorted matrix does not depend on the 
symbolic computations with the symbol A. 
Let A, B be a pair of matrices in (?“Xn, and for some nonnull complex 
number c, let A and cB be p.s. and 
FmcA(XA+B)-B=C (3.1) 
exist and be finite. Theorem 3.1 gives certain properties of the matrix C when 
it exists. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(a) We have 
C= FmuB(hA+B)-A. (3.2) 
(b) ‘%(C)C%(A)f7‘%(B),and9R(C*)CGSIL(A*)~9R(B*). 
(c) %(A - C) is virtually disjoint with %(B), and so is %(A* - C*) 
with 9R(B*) 
(d) C and A - C are disjoint matrices [13], that is, 
9R(A)=9L(C)WlR(A-C), 
‘%(A*)=tllL(C*)W3R(A*-CC*). 
(e) Furthermore 
%(C)=‘?JlL(A)fS%(B), 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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(f) Let E be any matrix such that ‘X(E) c%(B), %(E*) cTR,(B*); 
then 
rank(A-E)>rank(A-C), 
the sign of equulity holding if and only if E= C. 
Proof. (a): If A and cB are p.s. for some nonnull c, then XA and B are 
p.s. for each X sufficiently small. Hence 
C = jirnc iP(XA, B). 
Since P(AA, B)= P(B, h A) by Theorem 2.2(a), (3.2) follows. 
(b): Consider a typical vector Cx in X(C): 
Cx= jimOyx, 
where y,, = A(AA + B)-Bx E %(A). Since %(A) is closed, 
Cx= frnOyhfZ‘X(A), 
Similarly, using (3.2) we have Cx E%( B) and hence Cx E9R,( A) n 9lL( B). 
The other part of (b) is established in a like manner. 
(c): Let (A-C)u=Bv be a vector in %(A-C)n%(B). ThenAu=Cu 
+ Bv. Hence 
Cu= lilieB(hA+B)-Au= FmaB(hA+B)-(Cu+Bv) 
* jir-$XA+B)-Bv= $hA(hA+B)-Cu. (3.5) 
Since C= BK for some matrix K in enXn, the R.H.S. of (3.5) is seen to be 
equal to the null vector, while 
B=B(hA+B)-(AA+B) 
for each h sufficiently small implies, on taking limits of both sides, that 
B= jimOB(hA+B)-B. 
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Hence Bv=O and the first part of (c) is established. The proof of the second 
part is similar. 
(d): (d) is a simple consequence of (c). 
(e): Let x E%( A) fl%( B). Using (3.3) we write 
where x,E‘R(C) and xs~%(A-C). Observe that x2=x-xi~%(B) and 
hence E9R(B)nGX(A-C). This implies xs=O andx=x,E%(C). This, in 
view of (b), establishes the first part of (e). The other part is similarly 
deduced. 
(f): In view of (c), the expression 
A-E=(C-E)+(A-C). 
exhibits A -E as the sum of two disjoint matrices C-E and A - C. Hence 
rank(A-E)=rank(C-E)+rank(A-C), 
This concludes the proof of (f) and of Theorem 3.1. n 
The matrix C will henceforth be called the matrix A shorted by the matrix 
B and denoted by S(AIB). Since S(AIB)=S(AldB) for each nonnull complex 
number d, we shall hereafter assume without any loss of generality that the 
matrix B is such that A and B are p.s. Theorem 3.2 gives some more 
properties of the shorted matrix. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S(AIB) exist. The following holds: 
(a) S(A*IB*) also exists and S(A*IB*)=[S(AIB)]*, 
(b) if KEC?PXm and rankK=m, then S(KAIRB) exists and S(KAIKB)= 
KS(AIB), 
(c) if m=n, A is n.n.d., and further 
9k(B)fl9R(A)=GJlt(B*)fl%(A), (3.6) 
then S(AIB) is n.n.d. 
Proof. Proofs of (a) and (b) are straightforward and are omitted. 
(c): Observe that by part (a) if C= S( AIB), then C* = S( AIB*). Further, if 
(3.6) holds, both C and C* have identical row and column spans. Application 
of Theorem 3.1(f) now shows C=C*. 
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Choose and fix a hermitian g-inverse A- of A. If for some x, x*Cx<O, 
then 
The equality follows from the fact that A-AA- is a g-inverse of A and, A 
being the sum of disjoint matrices C and A-C, every g-inverse of A is a 
g-inverse of C. This contradicts the assumption that A is n.n.d., and estab- 
lishes the claim in (c). n 
That (c) is not true in general can be seen from the following counterex- 
ample. Let Z and H be the identity matrix and an idempotent matrix in &?‘X’“. 
It is not difficult to see that S(Z]H) exists and is equal to H. H need not be 
hermitian, and it is conceivable that a vector x might exist such that x* Hx c 0. 
Consider the idempotent matrix 
for such a counterexample. 
REMAFW. A matrix AE emXm is said to be almost positive definite 
(a.p.d.) [8, 121 if VXE G”, Re(x*Ax)>O and x*Ax=O* Ax=O. Unlike n.n.d. 
matrices, an a.p.d. matrix need not be hermitian. Similarly to Theorem 3.2(c), 
we can prove that if A is a.p.d., S( A 1 B) exists, and (3.6) holds, then S( A 1 B) is 
a.p.d. 
This can be proved as follows. Since A is a.p.d., it follows as in [12, 
Theorem 21 that A is an EP matrix [that is, 9lL( A)=%( A*)]. Equations (3.4) 
and (3.6) therefore imply that C=S(A]B) is EP. Further, as in Corollaries 2 
and 3 of [12], A+ is seen to be a.p.d. Since C is EP, 
C[Z-A+C]=O * C*[Z-A+C]=O * C*=C*A+C. 
If Re(x*Cx)<O, then Re(x*C*x)=Re(x*C*A+Cx)<O, which contradicts al- 
most positive definiteness of A+. Also, 
x*cx=o - A+Cx=O =+ Cx=O. 
A matrix A E&?~~“’ is said to be positive semidefinite (p.s.d.) if Vx E&*, 
Re(x* Ax)>O. When A is p.s.d. and (3.6) holds, S( A]B) if it exists is also p.s.d. 
This can be proved on similar lines. 
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Let the matrices A and B be p.s. and A + B be of rank r. Consider a rank 
factorization of A + B: 
A+B=LR, 
and the representations 
A=LDR, B=L(Z-D)R (3.7) 
implied by parallel summability, where D and Z-D are square matrices in 
e Ix’. It is easily seen that in any such representation, the matrix D (and 
naturally Z-D) is uniquely determined up to a similarity transformation. 
Theorem 3.3 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for S( AIB) to exist. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A and B be p.s. Then S(AIB) exists iff Z-D is of 
Drazin index 1, that is, 
(3.8) 
or equivalently, 
rank B(A+B)-B=rank B. (3.9) 
Proof Without any loss of generality we assume that D is already in 
Jordan canonical form, and write D as the sum of two disjoint matrices D, 
and D,, each of order TX r, where D, is identical with D everywhere 
including all its diagonal Jordan blocks, except for the Jordan block corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue 1, if any, which is replaced by a null matrix; and 
D, = D - D,. The above assumption (3.8) implies that Z-D and X D, + (I- D) 
are disjoint with D,. Hence 
D,[hD,+(Z-D)+AD,]-[XD,+(Z-D)]=O 
j D,[XD,+(Z-D)+XD,]-(Z--)=0, 
and a g-inverse of AD,+(Z-D)+AD, is also a g-inverse of XD,+(Z-D). 
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ThUS 
A(hA+B)-B=LZ?(ho+Z-o)-(Z4)B 
=L(D,+D,)[XD,+(z--D)+AD2]-(z-D)R 
=LD,[hD,+(z-D)+XD2]-(z-D)R 
=LD,[XD,+(z-D)]_(z-D)R 
=LD,R-hLD,[hD,+(z-z3)]-D,R. 
Taking the limit as X-O, we have 
This concludes the proof of the “if” part. 
Assume now that (3.1) holds, and consider the representation 
A+B=(B+C)+(A-C), 
where B + C and A - C are disjoint matrices. Since A and B are p.s., B + C has 
the same row and column spans as that of B. Consider rank factorizations of 
BfCandA-C: 
B+C=L,R,, 
A-C=L,R,, 
leading to the rank factorization A + B = LR, where 
. 
If B=L,FR,, clearly F is nonsingular. Hence Z-o=diag(F,O) is of Drazin 
index 1. The last part of Theorem 3.3 is trivial. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. n 
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THEOREM 3.4. If S( A]B) is defined, then S[A]S(A]B)] is also defined 
and 
q4w~)l =ww (3.10) 
Proof. The proof is fairly straightforward and is omitted. n 
THEOREM 3.5. A general solution to a g-inverse of S(AJB) is A- +X,, 
where A- is an arbitrary g-inverse of A, and X, is any arbitrary solution of 
the homogeneous equation 
BX,B=O. (3.11) 
Proof Every g-inverse of A is a g-inverse of S(AIB). This we have 
already noted while proving Theorem 3.2. Consider now a matrix A- +X, as 
determined above: 
S(AIB)(A-+X,)S(A(B)=S(AIB)+S(AIB)X,S(AIB)=S(A[B) 
on account of Theorem 3.1(b). This shows 
{A- +X,b={[S(W)1-}a 
Now choose and fix a g-inverse G of A. A general solution to a g-inverse of 
S(AIB) is G+X,, where X, is a general solution to the homogeneous 
equation 
S(AlB)X,S(AIB)=O. 
Theorem 3.1(e) implies that any such matrix X, can be written as X,=X,+X, 
where X, and X, satisfy respectively the equations 
AX,A=O, BX,B=O. 
The matrix G+X,E {A-}. Hence 
{[S(4B)l-} cw+w 
Theorem 3.5 is thus proved. 
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THEOREM 3.6. 
(a) .Zf S( A]B) and S( BIA) me both defined, then S(AIB) and S(BIA) are 
p.s. and 
Z’[S(AIB), S(BIA)] =P(A, B). (3.12) 
(b) Furthermore, 
{ [s(AIB)]-+[s(B(A)]-) = {A-+B-}. (3.13) 
Proof (a): From Theorem 3.3 it is seen that S(B]A) will exist iff 
rank D2=rank D. Let (I- D)l denote a matrix which is identical with Z-D 
everywhere except for the diagonal block corresponding to the zero eigen- 
value of D, which is replaced by a null matrix. As in the proof of Theorem 
3.3, it is seen that 
S(BIA)= fyA(M+A)-B=L(Z-D),R. 
When both S( AIB) and S( BIA) exist, it is seen that D, and (Z-ZJ)i, which 
are both block diagonal, have nonnull diagonal blocks at identical positions, 
each such nonnull pair adding up to an identity matrix of the same order as 
that of the diagonal block concerned. This shows that S(A]B) and S(B]A) are 
parallel summable and 
P[S(AIB), S(BIA)] =LD,(Z-D),R=LD(Z-D)R 
=P(A, B). 
(b): Clearly {A-+B-}c{[S(A]B)]-+[S(B]A)]-}. Conversely, by Tbeo- 
rem 3.5, [S(A]B)]- can be written as G, +X, where G, E {A-} and BX, B = 0. 
Similarly [S(BIA)]- can be written as G,+ X, where G, E {B- } and AX, A 
=O. Hence 
[S(AIB)]-+[S(BIA)]-=G,+X,+G,+X, 
=(G,+x,)+(G,+x,). 
Thisshows {[S(AIB)]-+[S(BIA)]-}C{A-+B-},whichconcludestheproof 
of part (b) and of Theorem 3.6. n 
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THEOREM 3.7. 
S[P(A, B)IC] =P[S(AIC), B] =P[S@lc), A] . (3.14) 
when the parallel sum and shorted matrices involved are defined. 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 2.2(e), 
((S[P(W)IC])-)={A-+B-+X,}, 
((P[S(AIC), B])-) = {A-+X,+B-}, 
((P[S(B(C), A])-) = {B-+X,+A-}. 
This shows the three matrices in (3.14) have identical general solutions for a 
g-inverse. Since a matrix is uniquely determined by its class of g-inverses [20, 
Theorem 2.4.21, (3.14) is established. n 
The following theorem can also be proved using a similar argument. We 
omit the proof. 
THEOREM 3.8. 
qww1 =q+PIC)] =wwI~)l 
(3.15) 
=S[AIP(R,C)] 
when the parallel sum and shtied matrices involved are defined. 
4. ANOTHER APPROACH 
In view of Theorem 3.1(f), one is tempted to put forward the following 
definition of the shorted matrix, imitating Anderson and Trapp’s definition 
given in Section 2. 
Let A be a given matrix in emx” and S, 5 be given subspaces in &“, &” 
respectively. The shorted matrix S(AIS, 9) is a matrix C in emx” such that 
(a) We have 
“x(C) cs, Em(c*) cs, (4.1) 
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(b) if E ~f?‘~“, %(E)Cs, and %(E*)Cs, then 
rank(A-E)>rank(A-C). (4.2) 
This definition however does not always lead to a unique answer. Consider for 
example the matrix 
and let 
It is seen that for arbitrary scalars a and b the matrix 
satisfies the conditions required of the matrix C in 
following theorem gives necessary and sufficient 
(A, S, 7 ) so that S( AJS, 5) may exist uniquely. _ _ 
the above definition. The 
conditions on the triplet 
Let 5 and 5 be column spans of matrices L, and RT respectively, and let 
the columns of L, and R*, span respectively complementary subspaces of S in 
G” and of Tin G”. We assume that L,, L,, RT, RE, are of full column rank. 
Let us write 
(4.3) 
THEOREM 4.1. The shorted matrix S(AJS, ‘?j ) exists and is unique iff 
When (4.4) is satisfied, 
S(AIS,S) =L,(Wll- W,,W~W,,)R,. 
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Proof. The required conditions are seen to be independent of the 
specific choice of matrices L,, L,, R,, and R, in the sense that if the 
conditions are met for one choice, they would also be met for an alternative 
choice. 
Assume now that (4.4) holds, and write 
A=L,W,,R,+L,W,,R,+L2W2,R,+L2WBR, 
=L,(W,,-W,,W~W,,)R,+(L,W,,+L,W,,)tR,+W~W,,R,) 
=L,(W~1--~2W~W,,)R,+(L1W,2W~+LP)(W21R1+W22R2) 
=A,+A,, say. (4.5) 
Clearly Em(A,)CS, %(AT)CT. We shah show that %(A,) is virtually 
disjoint with 5, and %(A*,) with 9. Let 
A~x=(L,W,,+L,W,)(R~+W~W,,R~)X 
= u4%,+wLz)Y 
be a vector in ~R(A,)~I’?IR(L,). Then 
L,W,y=O * w,y=o 
=) w,,y=o on account of (4.4) 
=a A,x=O. 
That %(A*,) is virtually disjoint with 5 is similarly established. That the 
matrix A, satisfies also the condition (4.2) required of the matrix C and is the 
unique matrix to do so follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.1(f). 
Conversely, suppose that there exists a unique matrix C satisfying (4.1) 
and (4.2). This implies that %(A-C) is virtually disjoint with s, and 
%(A*-C*) with 5. Let C=L1lR1l, A - C= L,, R,, be rank factorizations 
of C and A-C respectively. Let the columns of L, =( L,, L,,) provide a 
basis for 5, and those of RT =(R& R&) a basis for ‘?i. Further, let the 
columns of (L, L,, L,) form a basis of G”, and those of (R: R& R*,) a 
basis for G”. Let us write L, for the matrix (L,, L,,) and R, for the matrix 
(R,, RB). Clearly by construction the matrices C and A-C are of the form 
C=L,W,,R,, A-C=L,W,R,, which shows that in a representation of the 
type (4.3), W12=0, Wzl=O, and the condition (4.4) is trivially satisfied. N 
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In [18], Mitra and Trapp defined the generalized shorted operator as the 
strong hybrid sum of A with the null matrix. Theorem 4.1 is closely related to 
this definition. The reader is also referred to Theorem 2 in Carlson [6], which 
considers decompositions of the matrix A with a somewhat different empha- 
sis. 
When A is a square matrix (that is, m=n and S=S ), the condition (4.4) 
is seen to be equivalent to the condition that A is Sl-complementable (Ando 
[5]), where SL denotes the orthogonal complement of S. Further, 
S(AIS, S) =-,$,I, 
the generalized Schur complement. The verification is fairly straightforward. 
For the case mfn, the notion could be extended as follows: Let %, % be 
given subspaces in G”, &” respectively and following Ando’s notation let I, 
and I, denote respectively the orthogonal projectors onto 3R. and % under 
the respective dot products. 
DEFINITION. The matrix A is said to be 9R, 9komplementable if there 
exist matrices Ml~emXm, N,EP’~” such that 
M,Z,=M,, Z,N,=N,, (4.6) 
Z,AN,=Z,A, M,AZ,=AZ,. (4.7) 
When (4.6) and (4.7) are satisfied, we have 
M,A=M,AN,=AN,. (4.6) 
M&-AN,, which clearly depends only on %, %, and A, is called the Schur 
compression of A and denoted by A,, a. The matrix A - M,AN, is called the 
generalized Schur complement of A and denoted by A,,, %. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be TV.,, %cmplernentable. Then 
A ,o~a=S(A1%%%~). 
Proof. Observe that 
Z&A-M,AN,)=Z,(A-AN,)=O, 
(A-M,ANJz,=(A-M,A)z,=o. 
W) 
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These show that 
Further, if 
AN,a = M,ImAN,a ~0. This shows %(A,,,) is virtually disjoint with 
% I. Similarly 9R, [(A om, %)*I is seen to be virtually disjoint with %I. Hence 
A,,,, is seen to be the unique matrix satisfying (4.1) and (4.2) with 
S=9R1,5=Q1. H 
For an application of Theorem 4.1 consider the following problem. Let 
A, BE~?“‘~“, and A denote the matrix 
Put 
s=x zm ( i 0 ’ S=9R L ( i 0 . 
By Theorem 4.1, S(A]S,S) exists uniquely iff !IR(A)C%(A+B), 
!%I,( A*) C Gx( A* + B*), that is, if A and B are p.s. Further, if this condition is 
satisfied, 
S(hlS,T)= A-A(A+B)-A 
0 
0 0 
. (4.10) 
Anderson and Trapp [3] have used (4.10) to define the parallel sum of 
hermitian n.n.d. matrices through the concept of a shorted operator. 
5. COMPUTATION OF THE SHORTED MATRIX 
Let AE~I_?~~~, XeemXp, YE(?~~“. Let F denote the matrix 
where 0 is the null matrix in eqxp. The following result can easily be 
established. We omit the proof. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let S=%(X), T=‘%(Y*). Then the condition (4.4) is 
equivalent to each of the following conditions: 
rank F=rank( A X) +rankY=rank (5.1) 
(5.2) 
Let 
G=( 2 _:j E(F-1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf the condition (5.1) or the equivalent (5.2) howls, then 
(i) XC,X=X, YC,Y= Y, 
(ii) YC,X=O, AC,X=O, YC,A=O, 
(iii) AC2Y=XCsA=XCdY, 
(iv) AC,AC,A = AC,A, Tr AC, = rank(A X) - rank X = rank - 
rank Y, 
Proof. Lemma 5.2 except for the second part of (iv) follows from the 
following equations: 
FGF=F, (5.3a) 
(5.3b) 
(A O)GF=(A O), (5.3c) 
the last two equations being consequences of (5.2). 
Since GE{F-}, C,E{X-}, C,E{Y-}, 
rankF=rankFG=TrFG=Tr(AC,+XCs)+TrYCs 
=TrAC,+rankX+rankY. 
The second part of (iv) therefore follows from (5.1). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let S=%(X), T=%(Y*). Zf the condition (5.1) or 
equivalently (5.2) holds, the matrix 
XCdY=ACsY=XCaA (5.4) 
is the unique shorted matrix S(AIS, 5 ). 
Proof. (5.3b) * 
AC,A+XC,A=A. 
Since A -XC, A = AC, A, it suffices to show that 
9TL(AC,A)n%(X)={O}, 
91L[(AC1A)*]W%(Y*)={O}. 
(5.5) 
(5.6a) 
(5.6b) 
If AC,Aa=XbEEm(AC,A)n%(X), then 
AC,Aa = AC,AC,Aa = AC,Xb =O * (5.h). 
Equation (5.6b) is similarly established. The rest of the proof of Theorem 5.1 
is similar to the proof of the “if” part of Theorem 4.1. n 
REMARK 1. Lemma 5.2 for the special case where A is a real symmetric 
n.n.d. matrix and Y = X’ was proved by Rao [19]. That C, in such a case is a 
minimum A seminorm g-inverse of Y was shown in [20, Corollary 1, p. 471. 
Using Theorem 2.1 of Mitra and Puri [15], it is seen that AC,Y = s(A), where 
S = a(X). It is remarkable that in the general case, the same formula also 
provides the shorted matrix S( A 1 S, ET ), when in no conceivable way can C, 
be interpreted a minimum A seminorm g-inverse of Y. 
REMARK 2. The formula (5.4) appears to be more direct and therefore 
simpler to compute than the expressions given in Theorems 3.3 and 4.1, as it 
does not require the rank factorization of A + I3 and determination of the 
matrix D in (3.7), or the identification of complementary subspaces of S and 3 
and determination of the Wii matrices in (4.3). 
Similar to [15, Theorem 2.4(a)] we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf m = n and the matrix A is idempotent, so also is the 
unique shorted matrix S( A 1 S, 5 ) in Theorem 5.1. 
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Proof. (XC,A)2=XC3A2C2Y=XC3AC2Y=XCsXCsA=XC3A. n 
THEOREM 5.3. Let the matrices A and B in emx” be p.s., and in addition 
let (3.8) or equivalently (3.9) hold. Then the matrix 
satisfies the condition (5.1), and if 
then AC,B=S(AJB). 
A+B 
0 
since %( B*) c%(A* + B*). The R.H.S. is further equal to 
rank(A+B)+rank[B(A+B)-B]=rank(A B)+rankB 
= rank 
The second part of Theorem 5.3 follows from Theorem 5.1. n 
6. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE SHORTED MATRIX 
A. Recovery of Interblock Information in Incomplete Block Experiments [7, 
101 
Consider a pair of consistent linear equations 
Ax=a, (6.1) 
Bx=b (6.2) 
and the combined equation 
(A+B)x=a+b. (6.3) 
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We shall assume that 9R( A) C ‘X( A + B), so that the equations (6.3) may be 
consistent whenever (6.1) and (6.2) are so. This condition is satisfied for 
example when A and B are p.s. matrices. The linear function p*x assumes a 
unique value for every solution x of (6.1) iff 
pa %(A*). (6.4) 
Among such linear functions we are interested in identifying those for which 
substitution of a solution of (6.3) or of (6.1) leads to identical answers. Such 
problems crop up in the theory of recovery of interblock information in 
incomplete block experiments, where (6.1) and (6.2) are respectively the 
normal equations for deriving intra- and interblock estimates and (6.3) is the 
normal equation for deriving combined intra-interblock estimates. When 
S( A 1 B) exists, a neat answer is provided by Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf S( A(B) = C exists, then 
p*(A+B)-(a+b)=p*A-a VaF!JlL(A), bPX(B) (6.5) 
p&R(A*-C*). (6.6) 
Proof. “If” part: We note first that %(A* - C*) C%(A*). Let x0 
satisfy (6.1). Then 
(A-c)(A+B)-(a+b) 
=(A-c)(B+C+A-C)-[(A+B)x,+b-Bra] 
=(A-C)(B+C+A-C)-(A+B)r,, 
sinceB+CandA-Caredisjointmatricesandb-Bx,E~(B)=~(B+C). 
The R.H.S. further simplifies to 
since %_,(A*-C*)CGX(A*)C%(A*+B*). 
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“Only if” part: 
(6.5) ==a p*(A+B)-b=O VbE‘%(B) 
==a p*(A+B)-B=O; 
(f-3.4) - p*=A*A for some XE&‘“. 
Substituting (6.8) in (6.7), we have 
A*P(A, B)=O. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
Since ‘%[P(A, B)]=?)lL[S(A(B)] and A-E(C), it follows that 
(6.9) =a h*C=O 
* h*=p*[Z-CA-] for some PEG’“. (6.10) 
Hence p*=X*A=p*[Z-CA-]A=a*(A-C) w (6.6). This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 6.1. n 
b. Test of Linear Hypotheses in Linear Models 
Let the random vector Y-iV,(X& a2Z), where p, an m-tuple, is an 
unknown parameter vector, and a2>0 is also an unknown parameter. X is a 
known matrix. 
Consider a hypothesis 
HO: Hj3=h. (6.11) 
We shall assume that the equation (6.11) is consistent, as otherwise the 
hypothesis could be rejected without any formal statistical test. It was shown 
in [16] that when H/I? is not estimable, only the estimable part of (6.11) could 
be tested. To be more precise, let K be a matrix such that 
where ’ on a matrix indicates its transpose. Then one can only test if 
KHP=Kh, (6.12) 
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and deviations from (6.11) that do not result in deviations from (6.12) will go 
undetected. In the same paper the authors suggested an expression for K. One 
could alternatively use 
K=X’X(H’H+X’X)-H’ 
in view of Theorem 2.2(f). We shall however recommend 
where C=X’X is the matrix of normal equations that provide least squares 
estimates for the parameters p, and Hiccj is a minimum C seminorm 
g-inverse of H. 
Observe that 
KH=S(C) 
is the shorted matrix C where S=%(H’) [15]. The shorted matrix is 
symmetric and 
9lL(KH)=9lL(H’K’)=9R(H’)fFlL(C)=%(H’).GJlt(X’) 
Further, the dispersion matrix D(KHb) of the BLUE of KHP is given by 
D(KHb )=[S(C)]C-[S(C)]a2 
=S(C)a2. 
Note that C-/a’ is a g-inverse of this dispersion matrix. If u=S( C)fi--g, 
where g= CH&,, h, we have the following simple formula for computing the 
expression which appears in the numerator of the variance ratio test. 
We note in this connection that under HO, 
where x% is a chi squared random variable with degrees of freedom v = 
rank S(C) = Tr C- S(C). Since any routine least squares analysis of the data 
would provide C, C- , and C- C, the suggested use of the shorted matrix is 
more attractive than alternatives proposed earlier. It requires fewer additional 
matrix inversions, and as a by-product gives H,T$~), which can be used to test 
the consistency of the equation (6.11). 
The authors thank Professor David H. Carlson and the referee for drawing 
their attention to the papers [5] and [4] respectively by Ando. 
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